How To Decide On Whether Or Not To Be Inoculated

Start Here
I believe those in power
have my best interest in
mind

I make decisions based on
what the most popular news
and media outlets report

no

yes

Please inject me

yes

I believe all decisions regarding
my health and welfare can be
made by those smarter than me

yes
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no

I want to make my decisions based
on what is best for me, not
anybody else

yes
yes
no
yes

I do my own research
based on all available data

no

If a majority of experts
believe/present the
same facts, who am I to
question them?

no

I believe it is more important
that I support what is best for all
others, rather than myself

no

I am willing to
stand up for any
and all of my
beliefs even if that
means it is
controversial or
contrary to the
majority

no

yes

I research all
sides of an issue
and compare
positions based
on facts, not
emotions

no

yes

I put all others before
me

no

yes

no

yes

yes

I value myself. I just believe when it
comes to something really important,
the rights of the majority overrule my
personal beliefs

no
I am willing to deny myself
what I believe in order to
appear cooperative

no

The pharmaceutical
companies and
government agencies tell
me the inoculation is safe
and the only possible
cure, and so I believe

no

no

No injection please
yes

yes
yes
I am willing to converse with those holding a
different position than mine through unbiased
and non-preconceived opinions

no

yes

This fact alone is reason enough not
to risk my personal health to an
inoculation
It doesn’t bother me that vaccination
companies are legally exempt from any
liability due to their products

yes

no

